The 2005 collector’s edition of the Texas Longhorn Celebrity Calendar is published for your enjoyment by the Longhorn producers listed. Throughout these months you will find many famous cattle births, founding dates of sponsor’s ranches, Texas Longhorn special events, etc...

Each sponsor wishes you a great year of prosperity, safety, health, and happiness. Your appreciation for this effort can be expressed to each sponsor to assure its continuation. At the close of 2005, the celebrity pictures of your choice will be suitable for framing. Feel free to contact sponsors to purchase quality Texas Longhorn cattle to start you very own breeding herd.

Additional Texas Longhorn Celebrity Calendars may be purchased for $10.00 (US) each, postage paid.

Texas Longhorn Celebrity Calendar
35000 Muskrat Rd., DEPT. C
Barnesville, Ohio 43713 USA

www.texaslonghorn.com/tlcc
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